Exploring Pupils’ Mathematics Reading Performance Under Online Reading Environment
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Abstract: The purpose of this research aims to investigate the performance of mathematics reading for pupils. Mathematics reading is nowadays an important issue which is the conjunction of mathematics proficiency and reading comprehension. Besides, online reading becomes widespread owing to the development of internet technology. Development of mathematics reading articles in the online system to detect the performance of pupils should be a prospective research. However, little is known about the performance of mathematics reading and its effects under online reading environment. In this study, there are two articles of mathematics reading established in the online environment. Contents of mathematics reading are related to factor and multiple contexts. The participants include 117 fifth grade students in Taiwan. Theoretical frame is based on theory of subject reading components proposed by M. C. McKenna and R. D. Robinson (2002). These components are general reading comprehension, prior knowledge of mathematics and mathematics-specific literacy skills. According to the data analysis, pupils perform the best on general reading comprehension. In addition, they perform the worst on mathematics-specific literacy skills. The results coincide with the findings of related literature. However, there is no difference on these three components between genders. Results of this study could furnish the theory and practice of online mathematics reading. Finally, based on the findings, some suggestions and recommendations for future research and practical instruction of mathematics reading are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Mathematics and reading play an important role in students’ learning. Mathematical logic and reasoning thinking are essential parts of reading and verb comprehension. Reading itself is a complex information processing. Readers attempt to construct a meaning representation that addresses the goal. Reading comprehension is also the fundamental process for mathematical problem solving [1, 21]. Many studies highlight the importance of the need for the understanding and awareness of math vocabulary in order to achieve problem solving. Some kinds of survey aim to find out what difficulties students were having and carry out some methods to improve students’ ability to solve problems. They conclude the comprehension of reading mathematics vocabulary should be an influential factor.

M. L. Barton and C. Heidema claim why reading in mathematics is important. They indicate the fact that a mathematics text demands readers to use additional, content-specific reading skills. It is [3].

Students must be able to read not only from left to right, as they do in other subject areas, but also from right to left (consider an integer number line), from top to bottom or vice versa (with tables), and even diagonally (with some graphs) [3].

Mathematics has been considered the fundamental literacy and tool to understand other content knowledge such as nature science and engineering. Nowadays, mathematical literacy is associated with reading. Reading and mathematics always consolidate to formulate the mathematical literacy. As M. Siegel and J. M. Fonzi indicated, reading to learn mathematics in classroom involves helping students better comprehend the language, syntax and logic of math content as well as learning to read a wide range of real life texts.
involving mathematics [4]. They proposed inquiry-based instruction to help students learn to think mathematically as well as value both the aesthetics and the applicability of mathematics. Categories of reading practices in an inquiry-oriented mathematics classroom include five categories. These five categories are reading to make public, reading to comprehend, reading to get an example, reading to generate something new and reading to remember [4]. Reading to make public suggests that meaning demonstrate one’s thinking. Reading to comprehend is to make sense of text and extract specific information. Reading to get an example means how to do something the text does and how to show an example of something. Reading to generate something new is to push something further and create alternate ideas. Reading to remember is to value the thinking and copy from the meaning. In according to this point, mathematics reading not only emphasizes comprehension of word problems in the math textbook, bust also highlights the reading for popularization of mathematics article. Therefore, mathematics learning and reading activity should be integrated so as to enhance students’ literacy [5]. M. C. McKenna and R. D. Robinson conceived the cognitive components of content literacy in the reading activity included three components [6]. As shown in Figure 1, these three components are prior knowledge of content, general literacy skills and content-specific literacy skills. Components of mathematics reading can be established by analogy with the viewpoints in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Cognitive components of content literacy (McKenna & Robinson, 2002, p. 7).](image)

The Internet has been considered the useful technology for literacy and learning in the 21st century. It is an efficient system in the history of civilization for people to read and communicate effectively. The new literacy of online reading comprehension is recognized as the core curriculum and assessment of the Common Core State Standards for the English language arts in the United States [7]. Reading comprehension is one aspect of literacy where change and information occur. Online reading comprehension is not isomorphic with off line reading comprehension. Additional practices, skills, and strategies for online reading appear to be necessary [8]. However, research concerning online mathematics reading is little known and it should be a prospective issue worthy of investigating.

Concept and application of multiple and factor are an important topic and mathematics curriculum in elementary schools. It is concluded that usage of multiplicative structure in reasoning process needs to deal flexibly with multiples and factors through the application of meaningful processes. As A. Brown, K. Thomas and G. Tolias stated [9],

A major goal of experiences of this type would be not only to teach students procedures (actions) needed for dealing with numbers in prime-factored form, but to get students to reflect on these actions sufficiently and in productive enough ways that they are able to move beyond successful actions to processes and objects. (p. 78)

Meanings of multiple and factor always happen in daily life. However, concepts of multiple and factor are quite abstract. Although students know their mathematical concepts, they always encounter difficulty about using these concepts while solving word problems. Further, problem solving and application related to concepts of lowest common multiple (LCM) and greatest common factor (GCM) are one of elementary mathematics topics that students have difficulties. Multiplicative structure is an important process that students should know about multiple and factor [9]. In order to improve students’ multiple and factor concepts, technology learning and visual learning are considered to be an effective way [11, 12]. Since concepts and applications of multiple and factor lie in daily life, it is prospective to enhance understanding of multiple and factor by the activity of mathematics reading.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Mathematics Learning and Reading

Learning mathematics is to deal with concepts as ideas or abstractions which learners must bring together to solve mathematical problems to understand the real world. In this process of learning mathematics, learners think in terms of symbolic representation and abstract conceptualization. Systematical plan and concrete reality always include mathematical modeling. Finally, solutions of problems are applied and explained in real situation mathematics.

Reading is one of the prerequisite abilities for learning mathematics. Reading in mathematics needs to realize the images, notions and connotations. Word problems and articles are popular reading materials for in mathematics reading activities [13]. Students need to construct meaning for vocabulary terms and connect to prior mathematics knowledge as well as to new mathematics concepts. Besides, mathematics reading is often considered an effective way to improve numeracy and mathematical literacy. T. Shanahan and C. Shanahan argued that disciplinary literacy is an advanced literacy instruction embedded within content-area classes. They proposed reading comprehension strategies might best fit particular in disciplinary reading tasks. Basic
literacy includes decoding and knowledge of high-fluency words which are entailed in all reading task. Intermediate literacy includes generic comprehension strategies and common word meaning. Discipline literacy is specialized skills to subject matter, such as math. The literacy is constructed in a progressive model of pyramid. The literacy progress model is as the Figure 2 [15].

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. The increasing model of literacy progress (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p.40).

Reading comprehension is the foundation of literacy and it overlaps with mathematical comprehension. When students are involved in mathematics reading activity, mathematical representations and semantic structures are in turn be expressed linguistically. Linguistic descriptions in quantitative or mathematical terms are influential factor for reading comprehension. Students often attempt to get gist while reading mathematics texts or articles. This kind of reading requires a precision of meaning and each mathematics vocabulary word must be understood specifically [2].

A reading protocol is a set of strategies that a reader must adopt in order to benefit completely from reading the text. Mathematics has it own reading protocol and therefore students must learn to read mathematics. As to mathematics article, the beauty itself is in the elegant efficient way to concisely describe precise ideas of great complexity. Mathematical ideas are well defined and precise descriptions are always in a very short space.

Mathematics reading can bring positive effects for mathematics learning. The benefits of mathematics reading go beyond simply learning mathematics. Students read to learn mathematics and explain their mathematical ideas in prose. Mathematics reading in classroom encompasses explaining mathematics, communicating mathematics and other deeper learning mathematics.

### 2.2. Concepts of Factors and Multiples in Mathematics

Number concept is the basis of mathematics learning. Natural number is the rudimentary knowledge to students. In elementary school mathematics, factor and multiple are defined coordinately. Given the two positive integer a and b, a is called the factor of b if b is divided by a without remainder. In other words, b is the multiple of a. Based on the point, concepts and skills of integer numbers, multiplication and division are the pre-requisite of factor and multiple [10].

Some literatures find that students have misconceptions and difficulties when learning multiple and factor. Realistic mathematic instruction should be the core of multiple and factor concepts. Designed situational problems can support students’ ability to understand LCM (least common multiple) concept and to generate students’ learning trajectory in learning of LCM. Learning stages vary from understanding concept of factor, multiple and strategies adoption could improve students’ ability forming situational problems to formal representation [16].

C. Hsieh and S. Lin employed the Excel function to design dynamic visual activities for students to learn factors and multiples word problems. Experiments showed that elementary schools students had greater progress in understanding core concepts when they used multiple-linked representations activities. Students can solve the problems successfully and they also mastered the relations in various external representations while understanding word problem transformation becomes an internal representation [11]. H. Çamli and J. Bintaş investigated the effects of computer aided instruction on students’ performance in solving problems related to multiples and factors with multiplicative structures. The experimental instruction design showed that the use of computer support in teaching and learning lowest common multiple and greatest common factor problems and multiplicative structures in mathematics lesson may increase students academic success [17].

### 2.3. Online Reading and Empirical Studies

Modern information and communication technologies (ICT) has widely influenced our learning [22]. Hence, we human need new literacy for learning and life. The Internet and online information are new technologies which challenge students’ abilities to comprehend informational text. As The RAND Reading Study Group (RRSG, 2002) reported [19],

Electronic texts that incorporate hyperlinks and hypermedia... require skills and abilities beyond those required for the comprehension of conventional, linear print (p. 14).

Reading on the Internet is one kind of online reading which reading process differs from traditional reading. Recent researches suggest that the skills and strategies required to comprehend printed text are intertwined with another complex skills and strategies to achieve successful reading comprehension on the Internet [18, 20].

Reading and mathematics now become important literacy for citizens of all nations. Dynamic computer-based learning environment which addresses the connections between linguistic and conceptual meaning can help students explore connections between representations and analogous representations of the problem immediately. The online mathematics reading process can help students understand word problems and hence succeed in problem solving [14]. Since reading on the Internet is a essential ability for students. It is prospective to investigate the performance of students’ mathematics reading on the Internet.
3. Research Design

3.1. Components and Content of Mathematics Reading

In accordance with literatures of mathematics reading and the cognitive components of content literacy provided by M. C. McKenna and R. D. Robinson [6], this study proposed three cognitive components of mathematics reading. It is shown as Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Cognitive components of mathematics reading literacy.](image)

The study designs two mathematics reading articles. Content of these two articles is related to issue of multiples and factors. Descriptions and textures are life mathematics and close to students’ experiences. As to each article, the main text is a story telling of mathematics reading which is 200-300 words long (Chinese character). Each mathematics reading assessment follows one mathematics reading article and these two mathematics reading assessments are denoted as I and II.

As shown in Figure 3, the mathematics reading assessment consists of three cognitive components of mathematics reading, which are general reading comprehension, prior knowledge of mathematics and mathematics-specific literacy skills. In this study, each mathematics reading assessment consists of 4 items respective to each cognitive component of mathematics reading. There are 8 items within each cognitive component of mathematics reading in total. Each item corresponds to one attribute which is belonged to certain cognitive component and examined by mathematics experts. Hence, the content validity of assessment is set up already.

3.2. Subject and Online Reading Platform

Firstly, 78 fifth graders in Taiwan participates the pilot study. Results of pilot study assessment show that difficulties (correct ratio) of all items vary from 0.34 to 0.92. Discrimination index (Pearson correlation coefficient) shows all correlation coefficients are significantly positive correlation. Cronbach reliability of the assessments is .92., which means that the difficulty, discrimination and reliability of the assessment are acceptable.

Mathematics reading articles are written in Chinese character. Subject of this study is 117 fifth graders in Taiwan. The researchers establish the platform and build the mathematics reading articles and assessments in the platform. Students login and enter the platform to do the online reading and after finishing one article reading, they must take its assessment. While taking assessments, students can also go back to read and check the article. The reading behavior and activity is almost like the paper form reading. The total time of reading and assessment activities is within 40 minutes. All the response data is stored in back end of the platform and the researchers could access the response database. The main screen of mathematics reading and the screen of reading and assessment are shown as Figure 4 and Figure 5.

![Figure 4. The main screen of mathematics reading platform (Chinese character).](image)
4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Statistics Description of Mathematics Reading Performance

There are two mathematics reading articles in this study. Statistics descriptions and mean comparisons as to mathematics reading performance of students are shown in Table 1. In terms of mathematics reading assessment, full of score respective to each cognitive component within one assessment is 4. It reveals that students have the highest mean score on general reading comprehension and have the lowest mean score on mathematics-specific literacy skills.

Table 2 is the statistics test on mean comparisons among cognitive components. These two mathematics reading assessments indicate there exist significantly difference among cognitive components.

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of cognitive components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive components</th>
<th>Mathematics reading assessment (mean and SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general reading comprehension</td>
<td>3.47(0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prior knowledge of mathematics</td>
<td>2.63(1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathematics-specific literacy skills</td>
<td>2.21(1.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mean comparisons among cognitive components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive components</th>
<th>t-test of mathematics reading assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-C2</td>
<td>7.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-C3</td>
<td>11.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-C3</td>
<td>3.33**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p<.01  ***p<.001
C1: general reading comprehension
C2: prior knowledge of mathematics
C3: mathematics-specific literacy skills

It requires to further investigation into the relationship among cognitive components. Table 3 and Table 4 depict that there is only positive correlation between prior knowledge of mathematics and mathematics-specific literacy skills. The result implies that general reading comprehension is a unique dimension concerning mathematics reading. Prior knowledge of mathematics and mathematics-specific literacy skills may positively influence and twist with each other when students are reading online mathematics articles.

Table 3. Correlation coefficient matrix for cognitive components of mathematics reading assessment I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive components</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05  ***p<.001
C1: general reading comprehension
C2: prior knowledge of mathematics
C3: mathematics-specific literacy skills

Table 4. Correlation coefficient matrix for cognitive components of mathematics reading assessment II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive components</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p<.01  ***p<.001
C1: general reading comprehension
C2: prior knowledge of mathematics
C3: mathematics-specific literacy skills
4.2. Comparisons on Mathematics Reading Performance Between Genders

Some literatures indicate that gender differs in reading comprehension. However, other literatures don’t come to the same. Therefore, it is prospective to compare mean on mathematics reading performance as to gender. As shown in Table 5 and Table 6, they reveal that there is no difference regarding all cognitive components of mathematics reading between male and female. This new finding is similar to some literatures with regard to reading comprehension. However, other literatures don’t come to the same. Therefore, it is prospective to compare mean on mathematics reading performance as to gender. As shown in Table 5 and Table 6, they reveal that there is no difference regarding all cognitive components of mathematics reading between male and female. This new finding is similar to some literatures with regard to reading comprehension.

Table 5. Mean comparisons on mathematics reading performance assessment I between genders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive component description</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>general reading comprehension</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>3.4667</td>
<td>.70028</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>3.4643</td>
<td>.76192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prior knowledge of mathematics</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>2.5333</td>
<td>1.15666</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>2.7500</td>
<td>1.03133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathematics-specific literacy skills</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>2.1333</td>
<td>1.06511</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>2.2679</td>
<td>1.08697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Mean comparisons on mathematics reading performance assessment II between genders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive component description</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>general reading comprehension</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>3.7667</td>
<td>.49972</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>3.8214</td>
<td>.47125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prior knowledge of mathematics</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>2.9833</td>
<td>.92958</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>3.1250</td>
<td>.85413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathematics-specific literacy skills</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>2.1167</td>
<td>1.19450</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>2.1964</td>
<td>1.01658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

Mathematics reading is one of important mathematics learning activities and is also considered the manifest outcome of mathematical literacy. However, little is known about the performance of cognitive components as to pupils’ online mathematics reading. This study develops mathematics reading articles and platform. Results show the hierarchies among of cognitive components. This study also reveals only positive correlation between prior knowledge of mathematics and mathematics-specific literacy skills. In addition, there is no difference between mathematics reading performance and gender. Future studies can focus on the psychological mechanism of mathematics reading. All these findings in this study could provide teachers and students with suggestions and references for learning and instruction activities regarding mathematics reading.
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